TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY-CORPUS CHRISTI
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ATHLETIC TRAINING

PROOF OF CURRENT TB TEST

Applicants for the Master of Science in Athletic Training Program are required to have documentation of a current TB Test. The TB Test must have been administered and read within the past month of the date of application to Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi. If a student is unable to have a TB Test, then medical documentation signed by a physician must be submitted by the student explaining the specific situation.

Patient’s Name: __________________________________________________________

Testing Location: _________________________________________________________

Date Placed: _____________________________________________________________

Site:  □ Right       □ Left

Signature (administered by):__________________________________________________
 □ RN      □ PA      □ DO      □ MD      □ Other

Date Read (within 48-72 hours from date placed): ________________________________

PPD (Mantoux) Test Result: □ Positive       □ Negative

Comments and Any Adverse Reaction(s), if any: __________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Signature (results read/reported by):____________________________________________
 □ RN      □ PA      □ DO      □ MD      □ Other